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Abstract: Problem statement: To check the suitability of real time data intensive applications in a
global grid network. Approach: With improved bandwidth availability, taking the grid to the
internet is becoming a reality. However issues’ regarding the security and bandwidth utilization
needs to be understood as these factors become crucial to the success of the grid as a commercial
model. Results: Here in this research work we investigate the effect of data intensive applications
running in a grid with different number of nodes under constrained bandwidth.
Conclusion/Recommendations: Our simulation shows that increasing node count does not guarantee
improved quality of service.
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resources which again leads to degradation of QOS
(Wang et al., 2009).

INTRODUCTION
Grid computing is gaining popularity in wide areas
including
academic,
research
and
industrial
environments (Mache and Apon, 2007). Grid takes the
shape of utilizing the resources that are idle most of the
time in a day. The resources that can be part of the Grid
are available processor capacity, Storage memory and
any hardware or software that can be shared across the
globe. The grid is an integrated infrastructure that can
play the dual roles of not only a resource consumer but
also as a donator in distributed computing environments
(Roy and Das, 2009). Service-oriented Grid
technologies are increasingly being utilized for the
realization of Bioinformatics, Nuclear physics
experiments and astronomical computations to name a
few for the integration of advanced analysis and
simulation applications as well as distributed
heterogeneous data sources and information systems
(Arbona et al., 2007; Vishwanathan et al., 2007).
Although great advances have been made in the
field of Grid computing, QoS remains a major issue as
Grid systems cannot be scaled proportionately as
expected by the user. A computational grid (Syan and
Harnarinesingh, 2010) works in a highly dynamic
environment with the resources including bandwidth
and processor time availability changing continuously
and thus not guaranteeing QoS. Grid applications in a
global network also needs to compete for shared

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Performance provided by grid service providers is
directly related to the collective workload to be
executed on a large number of processors scattered
globally and on all participating grid sites. Predicting
the time required for completing the workload is a very
challenging task (AuverGrid Workload Report, 2009;
Schopf and Berman, 1998). Scaling the number of
processors to complete the collective work load need
not be an option as bandwidth also plays a crucial role
especially for data intensive workloads where a huge
amount of data transfer is involved. In this study we
investigate the performance of collective workload with
different communication size of task and with different
number of distributed processors. This study is
organized into the following sections, section II briefly
describes issues in grid computing and resource
allocation, section III describes our experimental setup
and section IV discusses the results obtained.
Issues in grid computing and resource allocation: A
Grid solution provider has to take care of the resource
discovery, resource selection, resource monitoring, job
scheduling, job submission and job monitoring to
ensure quality of service. Since Grid itself is virtual and
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the resources belong to many different organizations,
the above said issues are a hard nut to crack when it
comes to implementation (AL-Khateeb et al., 2010).
Mechanisms for auditing and tracing of the end-toend grid access and transactions are critical and the
following process has to be ensured for security:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Application for tracing and assessing the available
resources
Safe storage and validation of the certificates need
to be a continuous process
Implementation and use of proxy certificates on an
end to end basis
Grid systems should also consider the following
issues (Couloris et al., 2001; Tanenbaum and
Steen, 2002)
Heterogeneity
Transparency
Fault tolerance and recovery from failure
Scalability
Shared access to resources - Concurrency
Extensibility
Load balancing
experimental setup

Fig. 1: Experimental test bed for 5 networks with their
bandwidth

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Experimental setup: In this study we investigate a grid
architecture in a global network using available free
resources in a global environment. We use the Simgrid
toolkit framework for implementing our master/slave
simulation. Master distributes tasks to the slave, based on
its availability. The primary inputs to the master is the
number of tasks to distribute, computation size of each
task, communication size of each task and size of the
files associated with each task (Boukerram and Azzou,
2006; Poornaselvan et al., 2010). The master also
maintains the list of slaves to whom work can be allotted.
In the experimental setup we create a global network
with multiple subnets (Rahmat et al., 2010)
interconnected using low bandwidth and high bandwidth
networks. The total number of tasks and communication
size were fixed and only the total number of slaves was
varied by removing sub networks.
Three scenarios were created with varying number
of nodes and hops. A total of 200 tasks were assigned in
each scenario. In the first scenario four subnets
consisting of 20 systems were formed with varying
bandwidths between the subnets. In the second scenario
five subnets consisting of 30 systems were formed and
the third scenario consists of 40 systems distributed
over 10 sub networks. Figure 1 and 2 shows the
experimental test bed.

Fig. 2: Experimental test bed for 10 networks with their
bandwidth
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Preliminary
Initiate message_launch_application
Calculate number of tasks to distribute
compute size of each task
compute size of files associated with the task
Identify slaves available for assigning task
Initialize variables to zero for slave_count,
Number of task, communication size and
computation size
Task creation
Assign computation size, communication size
for the task
Fig. 3: Time taken by 20 nodes to complete 200 tasks
Process organization
Identify slave available
Assign task to slave
Intimate assigned task to master
As slave finishes a task, it is ready to accept
next task
Once all task are completed, inform slaves that
computation is complete
The results obtained for the three scenarios is
shown in Fig. 3-5.
From the figure it is seen that the computation time
for executing 200 tasks increases by 17% when the
tasks are distributed over networks with low bandwidth
though the available nodes were increased by 50%.
Similarly the computation time increases by 25.5 %
even though the available nodes are increased by 100%
but distributed over ten subnets.

Fig. 4: Time taken by 30 nodes to complete 200 tasks

CONCLUSION
From the above investigation it is seen that the
timing performance degrades with increased
distribution of processor over the network even if the
number of tasks that needs to be allocated by the master
are low. However if the task is purely compute type
then the performance is not affected. Resource
allocation algorithms need to learn from past
experience. Data mining can be considered to improve
the efficiency of resource allocation algorithms based
on previous experience.
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